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Vasily's “Field of Streams” from SDSS data; colour 
corresponds to distance



  

Streams 101

● Stars are stripped from dwarf galaxies or 
globular clusters by tidal forces.

● Visible structures form – leading and 
trailing tails.

● Examples include the Arcturus Stream 
(1971) and Sagittarius (1994).

● Large numbers found using SDSS data.



  

How do they form?

● Host galaxy and satellite 
behave as a rotating 2-
body system.

● Test particles can most 
easily escape through 
two Lagrange points.

● These Lagrange points, 
where radial forces are 
balanced, define a 
constantly changing tidal 
radius.



  

Leading and trailing streams
● Stars stripped through the 

outer Lagrange point are on 
higher energy orbits with 
longer periods; they fall 
behind the satellite.

● In contrast, stars stripped 
through the inner Lagrange 
point move ahead.

● This leads to the formation of 
two distinct populations of 
stars, the leading and trailing 
streams.



  

What can we learn?

● Streams contain information about the 
potential in which they form.

● We can learn about the structure of the 
Milky Way by studying its streams.

● Using the data, we wish to fit galactic 
potential parameters.

● Disruptions in streams could theoretically 
tell us about dark matter substructure.



  

Orbit modelling

● Initial efforts to study the galaxy using 
streams involved modelling them as 
orbits, assuming the stars lay along the 
path of the progenitor.

● With this assumption, good constraints 
can be placed on the mass and potential 
of the Milky Way.

● Unfortunately, it's not quite that simple.



  

Streams are not orbits

● Stars are stripped 
through L-points onto 
lower or higher 
energy orbits.

● They do not 
necessarily follow the 
path of the progenitor 
(see Sanders and 
Binney 2013).



  

N-body simulations

● N-body codes allow 
us to fully model a 
disrupting cluster.

● Good for providing 
insight into the 
disruption process.

● Too computationally 
intensive for 
parameter 
exploration.



  

A (hopefully) better method

● We know the majority of stars are stripped 
through the Lagrange points.

● We can generate stars at these points at 
timesteps along a satellite orbit in a host 
potential.

● These stars are then given an appropriate 
velocity, and orbit integrated in the combined 
potential of the host and satellite.



  

Comparison of streams produces using N-body 
simulations and Lagrange point stripping



  

Initial conditions

● Tidal radius is defined as

● Radial velocity is matched with satellite radial velocity.
● We can either match tangential velocity with the satellite 

velocity or the satellite angular velocity.
● Kuepper (2011) found heuristically that somewhere 

between these two values is best.
● Some scatter can also be added to these values.



  

Comparing streams

● Having created a stream, 
we need some way of 
assessing the fit.

● We take fake observations 
of the stream at various 
epochs, and fit splines 
through them.

● This allows a chi-squared 
likelihood evaluation.



  

Parameter exploration: MCMC

● One method of exploring a parameter space is 
using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
methods.

● Parameters include the satellite orbit and 
properties and the galaxy potential.

● We tested this on a stream created using the 
GADGET N-body code.



  

Parameter exploration: MCMC

Degeneracy in halo mass and concentration 
recovered – this degeneracy is the mass 
enclosed within the stream.



  

Caveats

● Whilst this method does well at producing broad 
properties of the stream, there are a number of 
problems.

● Initial conditions for stars are too constrained – 
stars are not stripped exactly through Lagrange 
points with well-determined velocities.

● Stars are not stripped evenly in time about the 
orbit.

● Various quantities (satellite mass, galaxy mass, 
etc.) may not be constant.



  

Tidal stripping

● It is not obvious how to 
define an escaped 
star; here, we use the 
last time it is within 
1.25 tidal radii.

● Using this definition, 
simulated stars escape 
through a region 
around the Lagrange 
points.



  

Escapee velocities

● They also do not simply match progenitor 
velocities.



  

Stripping times

● In reality, stars are not stripped equally in time 
(or angle) about the orbit.

● More stars are lost near pericentre than 
apocentre.

● Pericentre stripping does not change the 
stream location; it does, however, change the 
density distribution along the stream.

● If we ever wish to fit density information, 
stripping times will need to be considered. 



  

Time varying quantities

● We assume constant satellite mass and 
galactic potential.

● Realistically, the satellite mass is decreasing 
whilst the galaxy accretes material.

● Whether this is a problem depends on the 
timescale on which the stream forms, and the 
completeness of the disruption.



  

Successes

● We can reproduce the broad phase-space 
properties of streams in a fast way, without 
relying on the limitations of orbit fitting.

● Ongoing work will further improve the 
properties of stripped stars.

● We can use these streams to fit for galaxy and 
satellite parameters, with the correct values 
recovered for test cases.



  

Limitations

● We cannot recreate density distributions along 
the stream or account for time varying 
potentials.

● We are limited to the potential we fit in the 
parameter exploration.

● Degeneracies exist corresponding to mass 
enclosed within a stream – longer or multiple 
streams provide more information.



  

Conclusions

● Streams provide information about the galactic 
potential.

● They are not in general orbits – fitting methods 
must account for this.

● The stripping process isn't simple, and needs to 
be effectively parametrized.
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